
The Dinner Guests are caricatures of
common challenges we face while trying to listen. For

some context, they are a part of an imaginary dinner

party; think of each guest as someone you might

encounter at a family holiday gathering.

Each character captures a form that lacks refined

attention, curiosity, regulation, or awareness. You will

likely qualify for multiple of them. That is okay!

Remember, all of these habits are perfectly normal!

Learning about our growth areas is an opportunity and 

 we hope you feel empowered by this information! 

Flip this over and read the
character type (s) next to the
number(s) you ended with.

You can find example stories of and strategies for overcoming each type on AMeaningOfLife.org.
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Your Listening may suffer
because you tend to advise in
order to help. It’s natural to want
to help! And, when we advise we
may accidentally invalidate the
other person’s experience or
disempower them to handle it
themselves.

You could be missing
opportunities to gain
new understanding
because you tend to be
attached to the way
you see things. It can
be hard to be curious
about view points we
disagree with, and
when we’re not, we
miss opportunities to
learn and connect!

Your Listening ability might be
hampered by your tendency to
entertain and share. By talking a
great deal, we can forget to
leave space for the other person.
Sometimes this takes up the
space needed to be curious
about them and their
experience.

When you Listen, you
tend to consider how you
relate to what they other
person is saying. This is
normal! It becomes a
hindrance when we
cannot refocus on the
speaker and stay curious
about how their
experience is unique.

Your Listening may be
limited because you avoid
conversations with people
you disagree with, assuming
they will be uncomfortable
and unproductive. You tend
to talk to people with similar
view points and end up
cementing your positions
further.

Your ability to Listen well may
suffer because you tend to
become emotionally reactive
in conversation. Instead of
regulating and choosing how
to respond, you may let your
emotions dictate how you
engage with others.

Your ability to Listen effectively
is probably suffering because
you have too much going on in
your mind or you are easily
distracted by your
environment! You may not be
choosing to consciously focus
on your conversations and limit
distractions.

The Volcano REACTS instead of listening. Effective Listening is a higher-level cognitive task,
which means it requires executive functioning. When we get upset, we can’t listen to our full
potential because we get swamped by emotions that effectively damage our ability to reason.
To access curiosity and connection we have to regulate.

Signs of the Volcano: Raised voice, flushed skin, abnormal breath rate, “Always/Never” statements, stiff body posture,
accusations, leading questions, no questions, interruptions, talking over, not giving the other person time to express, shutting
down

The Savior TRIES TO FIX instead of listening. While often well-intended, advising misses the
opportunity to validate another person's experience and agency. We may often give advice
because it affirms OUR experience, less so than it is helpful to the other person. People may
need empathy before solutions, so focusing on compassion and curiosity can be more helpful
than advising. You can also choose modeling, success counseling, and RRV to support others. 

Signs of the Savior: Advising: “You should…” “Maybe it’s...” “I would….” “Have you tried...” “You’ll be fine…”

The Righteous KNOWS instead of listening. This style is very common and often goes unnoticed by
the person with the mindset. When we believe in something, we see our viewpoint as valid,
reasonable, thoughtful--- and right! You may regularly fall into this mindset yourself while not
considering yourself an extremist or unbalanced in any way. That is totally normal. This approach
limits us from learning and connection, as it fundamentally lacks curiosity. The absence of curiosity
may not be a direct refusal of learning, and yet it often results in maintaining what we already
believe we know. Love and curiosity beg us to consider that the person we’re engaging with could
have something to teach us. 
Signs of The Righteous: Generalizing, Advising, Changing the topic, Getting distracted, Dismissing/shrugging off. *Shutting
down/disengaging, *Anger, *Arguing, Speaking in absolutes (“Always,” “Never”). *Cutting people off, Thinking the other is uninformed,
*incompetent, *corrupted, *wrong. *Irritation, Disinterest. “So how would you explain…?” Inquisition instead of inquiry. Questions are
leading. (*More Extreme Sign)

The Monolinguist TALKS instead of listening. The Monolinguist's need to express is so high
that it overshadows their ability to listen. This can be a result of anxiety, an attempt to
conform to a societal glorification of extraversion, or an intention to entertain and support
people through sharing information. In any case, there is a lack of attunement that leads
these folks to overlook their conversation partners. Refocusing, mindfulness, and checking in
with our conversation partners can help.

Signs of the Monolinguist: Going on and on. Not asking questions. Lack of awareness of those that are listening, even when
they stop. *The difference between a Monolinguist style and a Egotist style is that a Egotist may not go on ad nauseum and
a Monolinguist may not be talking explicitly about themselves. 

The Egotist FOCUSES ON THEMSELVES instead of listening. Egotists listen foremost
autobiographically: with their own personal experiences, preferences, and ideas at the forefront
of their mind. This is a natural thing to do- after all, we filter the whole world through our personal
narratives! However, when doing this we can be distracted by our own narratives and want to
relate. Egotists often assume sharing personal stories is the best way to show they're listening.
Genuinely listening to another person involves considering them and their experience as our main
focus while putting ourselves and our errant thoughts to the side until they’re relevant. 

Signs of the Egoist: Interruption, “Omg me too!”/ constantly relating. Asks leading questions so they can tell their own story. May
monologue. Regularly redirects attention to themselves. May have an inflated sense of self/are overly confident.

The Affirmer SEEKS AGREEMENT instead of listening. More subtle than the Righteous because

they aren't often in conflict-ridden situations, Affirmers choose to surround themselves with

people they already agree with. Doing so makes sense because it validates our world view,

opinions, beliefs, and identity. It also helps us avoid the discomfort of confronting views that

may challenge our beliefs or ideas. In this sense, the Affirmer may be less curious and interested

in connection with others, instead in a repeated pursuit to meet their need for affirmation.

Signs of the Affirmer: Doesn’t engage with everyone equally; favors certain people that have similar beliefs and lifestyles. Talks
fervently about things they are in agreement over with others; rarely engages in talk about things they disagree with or are
unsure about: selective listening. 

The Distracted SPLITS ATTENTION instead of listening. In any given conversation, we can be
distracted by our own passing thoughts, our physical sensations, trying to multitask, or seeing
the conversation as a means to an end. We may also allow ourselves to be distracted when we
don’t feel comfortable giving our full attention to something or someone.  Learning to be
present through mindfulness practices, rescheduling chats for better conditions, and
prioritizing understanding and connection over other agendas can keep us in the ideal
listening zone!
Signs of the Distracted: Misdirected questions, false-sounding responses or overly enthusiastic responses, interruption,
apologies, “one sec”, multi-tasking, lack of eye contact, lack of response/lack of appropriate response.
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Listening may be restricted
by your tendency to lump
people into general
categories and make
assumptions about them
as individuals. This is
something our brains love
to do!

The Generalizer ASSUMES instead of listening. Our brains are wired to categorize and simplify
things, making judgments & decisions easier. Unfortunately, in order to do this we can over-
generalize without realizing it. Generalizing can cut us off from seeing the complexity and
uniqueness in a given situation and prevents us from understanding what is truly there. Listening
requires that we leave our shortcuts behind; that means becoming aware of and open to letting
go of our biases and assumptions about a person or situation. It means being completely present
with them as they are showing up in that moment.
Signs of the Generalizer: Speaks of groups of people as a unit with certain beliefs/practices. Expresses judgments of large groups
or situations. “Always/never”. Blanket statements. “People who __ are ___.”

https://www.lifehack.org/572831/selective-listening-the-bad-habit-many-have-and-how-can-change#:~:text=Selective%20listening%2C%20or%20selective%20attention,t%20line%20up%20with%20ours.

